The aim of this paper is to give motivations for the development of operational semantics in membrane computing, and to survey existing proposals. In particular, the definitions are compared of three operational semantics available in the literature, namely a semantics proposed by Andrei, Ciobanu and Lucanu, another proposed by Busi, and another one proposed by the authors of the present paper. These definitions are different since they are given with different aims. However, we show that there is an operational correspondence among the three.
Introduction
The definition of (a variant of) P systems [19] usually includes a precise description of a generic computation step. Such a description must be exhaustive and unambiguous in order to allow the reader to understand exactly how the system behaves in all cases, and to allow proofs of theorems to be reliable and technically sound. In some cases, however, a more formal description of the system behaviour based on mathematical means is preferable. This happens for instance when one is interested either in developing a software tool which executes the P systems (such as an interpreter or a simulator) or in developing analysis techniques for such systems. In these cases, it might be helpful having a definition of a transition relation on states (or configurations) of a P system given by using only set-theoretic ingredients and such that two states s 1 and s 2 are in the transition relation if and only if a P system in state s 1 can perform a computation step to state s 2 .
In order to define a transition relation describing the behaviour of P systems the structural operational semantics (SOS) approach proposed by Plotkin in [21, 22] can be followed. Such an approach consists in a systematic methodology based on inference rules for defining a semantics in terms of a labelled transition system. The SOS approach offers several advantages (see also [1] ): it makes easier defining the semantics of a systems in terms of the semantics of its components, it makes easier proving properties of the semantics of a system by induction, and offers the possibility to prove some results on the semantics (such as congruence results for behavioural equivalences) simply by ensuring that the given inference rules satisfy some requirements (or formats). Operational semantics for P systems which follow the SOS approach have been defined in [3, 4, 12, 9, 10, 7, 8] with different aims. In [3, 4, 12] Andrei, Ciobanu and Lucanu proposed a semantics mainly aimed at developing a provably correct interpreter for P systems. The semantics in [9, 10] was defined by Busi to study properties of the behaviour of P systems such as divergence and causality of events. In [7, 8] the authors of the present paper have defined a compositional semantics aimed at studying behavioural equivalences for P systems. In [6] the latter semantics has also been used to define a notion of diagnosability for biological systems inspired by some notions from systems security. Another operational semantics for P systems has been defined by Freund and Verlan in [15] . This semantics does not follow the SOS approach and it is aimed at representing a unique modular framework for the mathematical description of the behaviour of different classes of P systems.
A different approach to the definition of operational semantics for P systems consists in translating such systems into formalisms whose semantics has already been defined. As examples of this approach we mention the translations of P systems into Petri Nets [23, 17, 16, 20] , into event structures [13, 20, 2] , into the Calculus of Looping Sequences [18] , and into the process calculus Pi@ [25] . These translations allow analysis means of the considered target formalisms to be applied to P systems.
In this paper we consider and compare the three mentioned definitions of operational semantics for P systems that follow the SOS approach. The variants of P systems considered in the three definitions are not exactly the same. For the sake of the comparison we adapt them to describe the same class of P systems, namely transition P systems with cooperative rules and no further ingredients. We will show that the three semantics manage maximal parallelism and communication of objects between membranes in different ways. However, we will show that, as expected, there is an operational correspondence between the three semantics.
Two of the three considered semantics in their original definitions can deal with dissolution rules. Describing dissolution of membranes with SOS rules is not trivial and it would be interesting to compare the different approaches followed by these semantics. However, we omit such a comparison in this paper for reasons of space limitation.
Background Notions of Structural Operational Semantics
In this section we present some basic notions of structural operational semantics [1, 21, 22, 24] that are needed in the remainder of the paper. In particular, we recall the definition of Labelled Transition System (LTS) and we show how an LTS can be specified by means of inference rules. An LTS is a mathematical model describing something having a notion of state (or configuration) which may evolve by performing steps from one state to another. An LTS is formally defined as follows.
where S is the set of states (or configurations) ranged over by s, s 0 , s 1 , . . ., L is a set of labels ranged over by l, l 0 , l 1 , . . . and →⊆ S ×L×S is the labelled transition relation. We write s 0
In an LTS, the nature of the elements of S usually depends on what the LTS describes. The transition relation, instead, represents the steps that can be performed by the system from one state to another one. In fact, s 0 l − → s 1 means that a system in state s 0 can change its state to s 1 in one step. Transitions of an LTS are enriched with labels containing information on the event that caused them. Such information is often exploited to define the semantics in a compositional way, namely in a way in which the semantics of a system, given as an LTS, is constructed from the semantics of its components, also given as LTSs. An LTS in which L = ∅ is called Transition System (TS). Given an LTS, we write s 0 − → s for some labels l 0 , . . . , l n . Finally, we write s 0 → * s if either s 0 = s, or s 0 → + s. An LTS whose states are closed terms of a term algebra can be specified by means of a set of inference rules. According to [5] an inference rule for the specification of an LTS (a transition rule) is a logical rule having the form − → for k + 1 ≤ j ≤ n, are the premises and t l − → t is the conclusion. A transition rule without premises is called an axiom. Whenever we apply to a transition rule a substitution mapping variables to closed terms we obtain a closed transition rule, which states that whenever the premises are transitions of the LTS, then also the conclusion is a transition of the LTS.
Transition rules can be extended by allowing unary transition relations of the form t P , called predicates [11] , among the premises (possibly negated) and as the conclusion. Side conditions can be associated with a transition rule with the effect of imposing that the conclusion of the rule is a transition of the LTS whenever both the premises and the side conditions are satisfied. Side conditions are often placed in the upper part of a transition rule, together with the premises. In what follows we shall freely use side conditions by assuming that they could be substitued by the use of some predicates, of more rules, and of more complex rules.
Operational Semantics in Membrane Computing
In this section we compare the operational semantics proposed in [4, 7, 9] , adapted here to describe P systems defined as follows.
• V is an alphabet whose elements are called objects;
• µ ⊂ IN × IN is a membrane structure, such that (i, j) ∈ µ denotes that the membrane labelled by j is contained in the membrane labelled by i; • w i with 1 ≤ i ≤ N are strings from V * representing multisets over V associated with the membranes 1, 2, . . . , N of µ;
• R i with 1 ≤ i ≤ N are finite sets of evolution rules associated with the membranes 1, 2, . . . , N of µ.
An evolution rule is a pair
Given a set of membrane labels {l 1 , . . . , l n } ⊂ IN, we will always assume that multisets in (V * × T ar) * have the following form, in which objects with the same target are all grouped together:
Consequently, we will always assume that evolution rules have the following form:
where u is the multiset of objects consumed by the rule, v h is the multiset of objects produced by the rule which remain in the same membrane, and v o , v 1 , . . . , v n are the multisets of objects produced by the rule and sent to the outer membrane and to the child membranes l 1 , . . . , l n , respectively.
We will always represent multisets as strings, hence we denote multiset union as concatenation of strings. Moreover, given a multiset w ∈ V * ∪(V * ×T ar)
, we define obj(w), here(w), out(w) and in l (w) as follows:
Given a membrane structure µ (usually assumed from the context) and a membrane label l, we define Skin, f ather(l) and children(l) as follows:
Finally, we assume P system Π toy = ({abcd},
In subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 we recall the definitions of the semantics proposed in [9] , [4] and [7] , respectively. For reasons of space limitations we give only a brief description (by exploiting the toy example Π toy ) of the inference rules of the three semantics. Details can be found in the referenced papers. In subsection 3.4 we give some results of operational correspondence among the three considered semantics.
The semantics proposed by Busi
The semantics proposed by Busi [9] exploits a notion of partial configuration in which for each membrane of a P system Π we have two multisets of objects, namely active and frozen objects.
The set of all partial configurations of a P system Π is denoted by P Conf Π , with Conf Π denoting the subset of all (non-partial) configurations.
We shall denote a partial configuration ((w 1 ,w 1 
Moreover, we will assume γ, γ , γ 1 , γ 2 , . . . to range over partial configurations. Finally, the function heated, defined as heated
, will be used to transform partial configurations into non-partial ones.
Definition 4 (Semantics) Let →⊂ P Conf Π × P Conf Π be the least transition relation satisfying the following rule:
The semantics of a P system Π is given by the least transition relation ⇒⊂ Conf Π × Conf Π such that γ 1 ⇒ γ 2 holds if and only if γ 1 → + γ , γ → and γ 2 = heated(γ ).
Let us consider the toy example of P system Π toy . Its initial configuration is ((aabb, ∅), (∅, ∅), (∅, ∅)). By using the definition of → we can obtain the following derivation describing one application of each rule in the skin membrane:
Such a derivation allows us to derive the following maximally parallel step:
The semantics proposed by Andrei, Ciobanu and Lucanu
Configurations of this semantics (see [4] ) are called membranes.
Definition 5 (Membranes)
where l ∈ IN is a membrane label and w ∈ V * ∪ (V * × T ar) * . We denote with M(Π) and M + (Π) the sets of membranes and sibling membranes for a P system Π (which provides the alphabet and the membrane labels).
We shall assume N U LL to represent an empty set of sibling membranes such
, we define L(M ) = l and w(M ) = w. The set of membranes M(Π) can be partitioned into two subsets: the first consisting of membranes in which all multisets w contain only objects from the alphabet V , and the second consisting of membranes in which there is a multiset w containing elements from (V * × T ar). Membranes of the first subset, denoted C(Π), represent configurations of the P system Π, namely states that can be reached by Π by performing maximally parallel steps. Membranes of the second subset, denoted C # (Π), represent intermediate configurations, namely states that can be reached in the middle of the execution of a maximally parallel step.
This semantics exploits some irreducibility notions defined as follows. The l-irreducibility and the mpr-irreducibility properties are defined as follows: a multiset w ∈ V * ∪ (V * × T ar) * is l-irreducible iff there are no rules in R l applicable to obj(w); N U LL is mpr-irreducible; a set of sibling membranes M 1 , . . . , M n is mpr-irreducible iff each M i , with 1 ≤ i ≤ n is mpr-irreducible; a membrane l | w ; M * is mpr-irreducible iff w is l-irreducible and M * is mpr-irreducible.
The tar-irreducicibility property is defined as follows: N U LL is tar-irreducible; a set of sibling membranes M 1 , . . . , M n is tar-irreducible iff each M i , with 1 ≤ i ≤ n is tar-irreducible; a skin membrane Skin | w ; M * is tar-irreducible iff w = obj(w), for all M ∈ M * it holds w(M ) = obj(w(M )) and M * is tar-irreducible; a membrane l | w ; M * with l = Skin is tar-irreducible iff w = obj(w)out(w), for all M ∈ M * it holds w(M ) = obj(w(M )) and M * is tar-irreducible. 
=⇒⊂ C
# (Π) × C(Π) be the least transition relations given by the inference rules in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2 , respectively. The semantics of a P system Π is given by the transition relation ⇒⊂ C(Π) × C(Π) such that M ⇒ M holds if and only if
Let us consider again the P system Π toy . In this case the initial configuration is membrane M toy = 1 | aabb ; 2 | ∅ , 3 | ∅ . The maximally parallel step of Π toy described with the previous semantics is described now by the following transitions: 
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out(w)here(w)
= ∅ w = ( obj(w)here(w) if l = Skin obj(w)here(w)(out(w), out) otherwise l | w tar =⇒ l | w (r7) M 1 , . . . , Mn is tar-irreducible out(w) = ∅ ∨ ∃i ∈ [1, n].in L(M i ) (w)out(w(M i )) = ∅ ∀j ∈ [1, n].w(M j ) = obj(w(M j ))in L(M j ) (w) w = ( obj(w)here(w)out(w(M 1 ) . . . w(Mn)) if l = Skin obj(w)here(w)(out(w), out)out(w(M 1 ) . . . w(Mn)) otherwise l | w ; M 1 , . . . , Mn tar =⇒ l | w ; M 1 , . . . , M n (r8) M 1 , . . . , Mn tar =⇒ M 1 , . . . , M n ∀j ∈ [1, n].w(M j ) = obj(w(M j ))in L(M j ) (w) w = ( obj(w)here(w)out(w(M 1 ) . . . w(M n )) if l = Skin slobjwhere(w)(out(w), out)out(w(M 1 ) . . . w(M n )) otherwise l | w ; M 1 , . . . , Mn tar =⇒ l | w ; M 1 , . . . , M n (r9) M 1 tar =⇒ M 1 M 2 tar =⇒ M 2 M 1 , M 2 tar =⇒ M 1 , M 2 (r10) M 1 tar =⇒ M 1 M 2 is tar-irreducible M 1 , M 2 tar =⇒ M 1 , M 2 (r11)
The semantics proposed by Barbuti et al.
Configurations in this semantics (see [7] ) are given by terms of an algebra, called P algebra. The abstract syntax of the P algebra is defined as follows. For the sake of legibility, in this subsection we write u → v h v o {v li } for the generic evolution rule
Definition 7 (P algebra) The abstract syntax of membrane contents c, membranes m, and membrane systems ms is given by the following grammar, where l ranges over IN and a over V : A membrane content c represents a pair (R, u), where R is a set of evolution rules and u is a multiset of objects. A membrane content is obtained trough the union operation ∪ from constants representing single evolution rules and constants representing single objects, and can be plugged into a membrane l by means of the operation [ l ] l . Membrane systems ms have the following meaning: ms 1 | ms 2 represents the juxtaposition of ms 1 and ms 2 , µ(m, ms) represents the containment of ms in m, and F (m) represents a flat membrane, namely it states that m does not contain any child membrane. Juxtaposition is used to group sibling membranes, namely membranes all having the same parent in a membrane structure. This operation allows containment µ to be defined as a binary operator on a single membrane (the parent) and a juxtaposition of membranes (all the children).
In what follows we will often write [
. We shall also often write (R, u), where R = {r 1 , . . . , r n } is a set of rules and u = o 1 . . . o m a multiset of objects, rather than ( o m ) . Moreover, we shall often omit parentheses around membrane contents.
The semantics of the P algebra is given as an LTS. Labels of the LTS can be of the following forms:
, describing a computation step of a membrane content c, where: u, v, v are multisets of objects used to handle maximal parallelism in a compositional way, I is the multiset of objects received from the parent and the child membranes, O ↑ is the multiset of objects sent to the parent membrane, and O ↓ is a set of pairs (l i , v li ) describing the multiset of objects sent to each child membrane l i . The role of u, v, v can be detailed as follows: u and v are the objects that are consumed by evolution rules, where u originate by transition rules encoding moves by membrane contents consisting of evolution rules and v originate by transition rules encoding moves by membrane contents consisting of objects, and v are the objects that are not consumed by evolution rules. When operators [ l ] l is applied to a membrane content, we check that, coherently, u = v.
, describing a computation step of a membrane m, where: I ↓ is a set containing only the pair (l, I) where l is the label of m and I is the multiset of objects received by m from the parent membrane, I
↑ is the multisets of objects received by m from its child membranes, and O ↑ and O ↓ are as before.
, describing a computation step of a membrane system ms, where O ↑ is as before, whereas I ↓ may contain more than one pair (l, I). Definition 8 (Semantics) The semantics of a P system Π is given by the LTS having P algebra terms as states and the least transition relation obtained by the inference rules in Fig. 3 as labelled transition relation.
Labels of this semantics are richer than those of the semantics by Busi and by Andrei, Ciobanu and Lucanu: they contain information that is needed to define the semantics in a compositional way with just one transition relation. The transition rules of this semantics respect the so called de Simone format [14] .
Let us consider again the P system Π toy . It corresponds to the following term of the P algebra:
. The computation step of Π toy described with the two other semantics correspond in this case to a transition from ms toy that can be derived compositionally. A transition for each membrane in ms toy can be derived by using inference rules for individual rules and objects, and for operations ∪, [ l ] l and F ( ). Such transitions are as follows:
The latter two transitions can be used as premises of inference rule (j1) to derive the following transition:
This transition can now be used to derive the following final transition:
Relating the different approaches
We can define an encoding (| |) of membranes in M(Π) into (partial) configurations in P Conf (Π) as follows:
where
(w i w i ,w iw i ). Note that this encoding is not an injective function. For example, let us consider the following two intermediate configurations reachable by the toy P system Π toy :
By using this encoding we can prove some results of operational correspondence between the first two considered semantics. Let us start with some auxiliary results.
Lemma 9. The following properties hold: These auxiliary results allow the following theorem to be proved.
Theorem 10. The following properties of operational correspondence hold:
Now, we can define also an encoding {| |} of P algebra membrane systems (corresponding to some P system Π) into membranes in M(Π) as follows:
Note that this time the encoding is an invertible function. The new encoding allows us to give a result on the correspondence of the latter two semantics.
Theorem 11. The following properties of operational correspondence hold:
• ms ∅,w − − → ms implies {|ms|} ⇒ {|ms |};
• {|ms|} ⇒ {|ms |} implies that there exists exactly one w s.t. ms ∅,w − − → ms .
Discussion and Conclusions
The definition of an operational semantics for P systems allows the behaviour of of systems to be described with set-theoretic means such as LTSs. There might be different reasons for defining an operational semantics, which may lead to different definitions. Such different definitions should be seen as different viewpoints of the same thing: the behaviour of P systems. In this paper we have given a survey on operational semantics for P systems. Moreover, we have considered three proposals of semantics that follow the SOS approach, we have recalled their definitions restricted to a common class of P systems, and we have given some results of operational correspondence among the three.
The first semantics we have considered, proposed by Busi in [9] , is the simplest one. It handles maximal parallelism with an exhaustive sequence of applications of evolution rules, and it has been used in [9, 10] to study properties of the behaviour of P systems such as divergence and causality of events.
The second semantics, proposed by Andrei, Ciobanu and Lucanu in [4] , handles maximal parallelism and communication of objects in two subsequent substeps. Notions of irreducibility of configurations are exploited to assess whether each of the two substeps is enabled in a configuration. This way of defining the semantics was suitable for the development of a provably correct interpreter for P systems based on rewriting logic, that was one of the main aims of the authors.
The third semantics, proposed by the authors of the present paper in [7] , is the most complex since it describes maximal parallel behaviour in a compositional way, by starting from the behaviour of individual rules and objects. Maximal parallelism is, by its nature, not a compositional notion. In fact, in the previous two semantics it is either sequentialized or handled by considering a membrane as a whole. Hence, in order to handle it compositionally it has been necessary to include a lot of information of the transition labels. However, having a compositional semantics allows meaningful behavioural equivalences to be defined, and used to reason on the behaviour of systems components (e.g. to find equivalent replacements for components, to prove properties on their behaviour, etc. . . ).
In conclusion, the differences among the three considered semantics are motivated by their different aims. The existence of an operational correspondence among them shows that they agree in the interpretation of the behaviour of P systems.
